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Introduction 

There is a need for significant modelling and study of scenarios to ensure the best possible outcomes for the ISP. The 

UoM has significant, relevant experience and capability in these areas drawn from UK studies and work in Australia 

with AEMO and AusNet Services and therefore feels qualified to comment.  

Stakeholder input to modelling questions 1.1 and 1.2  

In responding to the initial two questions, the UoM is using assumptions and conclusions reached during recent work 

with AEMO and AusNet services as well as expertise and experience from modelling and projects performed in the 

UK. Further research and modelling would be needed to answer the specifics in a fuller way. 

 

1.1 The material questions the ISP seeks to address are in Section 1.3.1. Are there any other questions the ISP 

should address? 

Other questions that could be relevant (potentially to be merged with the existing questions) would be: 

1. What technical, regulatory and commercial changes might be required for Distribution Network Services Providers 

to play new, more active roles?  

This is particularly to provide local supply and demand balancing and provide demand management and ancillary 

services also supported by aggregated renewable energy generation (combined with storage) that could be 

orchestrated to interact with the transmission system1,2 and potentially relieve the augmentation needs for the 

transmission network.  

2. What needs to be done in order to incentivise potentially more efficient investment that could exploit the 

opportunity of using DER to provide system support services?  

DER is currently underutilised in its ability to provide system services and to support local system balance within 

distribution networks3. With the appropriate control systems, these locally based resources, not necessarily small, 

could contribute to reduce upstream investments4,5,6. State planning aimed to increase the extent of “self-

sufficiency” would need to be studied more closely as a viable alternative to transmission investment. 
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3. What is the role that new “smart grid” operational arrangements, services and technologies could play to improve 

investment efficiency in transmission asset? 

The connection of large scale renewable generation in targeted zones (REZ facilities) remote from demand would 

further continue the centralised generation paradigm, which has a number of potential benefits. However, this 

might also result in relatively low transmission asset utilisation (due to intermittent generation) akin to peak demand 

management issues whereby a significant % of the network assets may be underutilised for large part of the year, 

namely, when the REZs are not producing and geographical diversity across the NEM could be insufficient or a costly 

exercise. To guarantee high levels of asset utilization, further considerations could then be given to; the potential 

role of storage of different types co-located in REZs; cost-effective transmission sizing and active network 

management (e.g., network investment co-optimised with renewable curtailment and active/reactive power 

control); utilization of power-electronics based devices for power flow control7.  

4. What regulatory changes are needed to promote new non-network solutions (e.g., demand response, storage, etc.) 

and provide a level playfield with conventional transmission investment8? 

5. High-impact low-probability events are becoming of increasing importance worldwide and in Australia too; to 

what extent should planning be resilience-driven besides reliability-driven9,10?  

 

1.2 The scenarios the modelling will use to inform the ISP are outlined in Section 1.4. Recognising the time 

limitations to produce the first ISP in mid-2018, are these suitable scenarios to address at a high level? Should these 

be expanded in more detailed analysis following the first high level ISP? 
 

In consideration of the suitable scenarios that have been selected, we suggest that it may be necessary, albeit 

challenging, to have economic forecasting of industrial, population and load growth modelled. Suitable scenarios, 

potentially to be considered after the first ISP stage, could depart from the focus on wind and solar coupled to 

electricity storage and include, for example, other renewables (e.g., tidal and waves) as well as major changes in 

industrial loads and other sectors (e.g., electrification of fuels). 
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